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If you ask some pundits, Mister Rogers has ruined a generation. It is trendy, in certain corners of 

cable news, to claim that Millennials are uniquely self-centered and narcissistic, and they are that 

way because Mister Rogers told them that they were special. Now, first of all, the program 

Mister Rogers Neighborhood started in 1962, during the childhoods of late baby boomers, 

continued through the childhoods of Gen Xers, and finished its run almost forty years later in 

2001, when the youngest of the millennials were four years old. So if millennials are more self-

involved than our predecessors (which I don’t believe we are), I doubt that Fred Rogers is the 

culprit. But second, I think we miss something theologically significant when we sneer at Mister 

Rogers’ affirming words. 

He ended every show by looking into the camera and saying, “You’ve made this day a special 

day just by your being you. There is no person in the whole world like you. And I like you, just 

the way you are.” Those words are deeply rooted in Fred Rogers’ faith, as an ordained 

Presbyterian minister. He was grounded in the certainty that each human is made in God’s image 

and likeness, beloved beyond measure, imperfect though we are. And he was grounded in the 

story of Jesus, who ministered to the influential and well-to-do, and to the marginalized and 

despised, with great love and care, and who told stories about the abundant love of God like the 

one that we heard in the Gospel text this morning. 
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This story is a parable – not an account of something that actually happened, but a story about 

earthly things that conveys a heavenly message. And this parable is one of a set of three that 

together drive home a crucial point about God’s love. This parable of the good shepherd goes 

along with a parable of a woman who has ten coins and loses one, and the parable we know as 

the Prodigal Son, the one about the father who has two sons, one of whom demands his 

inheritance, leaves home, squanders it, and returns, and the other of whom dutifully stays home 

but becomes wildly resentful. Those two go with this one: this parable of a shepherd who has a 

hundred sheep and loses one. Now, listeners of the time would have known that if you have a 

hundred sheep and lose one, it just isn’t wise to leave the ninety-nine. They might wander off 

themselves. They might fall prey to predators or bandits. But in Jesus’ parable, each sheep is so 

precious to the shepherd that there is no shrugging and cutting your losses. Each member of the 

flock is beloved, each is necessary, there is no satisfaction in protecting most but not all of the 

sheep. There is no sheep in the whole world who is like the missing sheep. And the Good 

Shepherd will not rest until that missing sheep has been restored to the flock. 

When Mister Rogers looked into the camera – into the eyes of each little child watching his 

program – and told them they were special, that he liked them just the way they are, he was not 

indulging self-centeredness and narcissism. On the contrary, I believe he was trying to 

communicate to them something of the Gospel: that we are precious to God, unique, beloved. 

That our salvation is not in the good we do or the sin we resist, but in the God who made us and 

loves us and came to us as Jesus Christ, the Shepherd who cares so adamantly for each individual 

sheep. There’s no person in the whole world who is like you, because God created you, unique 

and beloved, in God’s own image. And God loves you just the way you are – not because you 

are perfect (you’re not), but because you are a child of God. 
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Fred Rogers shared this message in a number of ways, including songs – in particular, the song 

“It’s You I Like.” Memorably, he sang it on an episode of the show in 1981 – in an event 

recounted both in the documentary Won’t You Be My Neighbor and in the new biography The 

Good Neighbor by Maxwell King. There was a little boy, Jeffrey Erlanger, who had met Mister 

Rogers when he was five. He had severe physical disabilities that confined him to a wheelchair, 

and as a five-year-old about to undergo a spinal fusion surgery, he asked his parents if he could 

meet Mister Rogers. They had a meeting when he was five, and continued to correspond 

thereafter. Four years later, in 1981, Mister Rogers was planning a series of episodes about 

mechanical things and technology, and the ways they can help us. He decided that he wanted to 

have a child in a wheelchair in one of the episodes, and his staff reached out to Jeffrey’s parents. 

The family flew to Pittsburgh to film, and the scene was shot impromptu and unrehearsed. After 

asking Jeffrey about the wheelchair itself, he asks, “Can you tell my friends what it was that 

made you need this wheelchair?” Jeffrey explains how a bone tumor impinged on his spinal cord, 

and the ways that doctors tried to help, but that ultimately they weren’t able to make it so that his 

brain could talk to his arms and legs. They talk about the doctors who care for him, the medical 

issues he still deals with, and how proud his parents are of him. And then Mister Rogers says 

he’d like to sing a song to him and with him. 

“It’s you I like. It’s not the things you wear. It’s not the way you do your hair, but it’s you I like. 

The way you are right now. The way down deep inside you. Not the things that hide you. Not 

your toys (or, he adds, your fancy chair), they’re just beside you. It’s you I like. Every part of 

you. Your skin, your eyes, your feelings, whether old or new. I hope that you’ll remember even 

when you’re feeling blue, that it’s you I like. It’s you yourself. It’s you I like.” 
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Almost twenty years later, the two met again, as Mister Rogers was being inducted into the 

Television Hall of Fame. Surprising Mister Rogers, Jeffrey Erlanger rolled out in his wheelchair 

to present the honor. “On behalf of millions of children and grownups,” he said, “It’s you I like.” 

Mister Rogers did his best to make children and grownups feel special – not a specialness 

grounded in narcissism or self-importance, but a specialness rooted in the knowledge that we are 

created in God’s image and loved beyond measure. That our worth lies not in what we do or 

what we have, but in who we are and whose we are. It is this specialness that the Psalmist sings 

of in the passage from the Psalm today: “Oh God you have searched me and known me…  it was 

you who formed my inward parts; you knit me together in my mother’s womb. I praise you, for I 

am fearfully and wonderfully made.” It is this specialness that sends a Good Shepherd into the 

wilderness searching for one missing sheep. And it is this love that Christ calls us to share with 

the world.  

Pundits might rail against the self-absorption and narcissism of young people, but I have not yet 

met a person, old or young, who does not need to hear that they are special, and they are loved. If 

we are blessed to have learned that lesson, whether it be from our church or our family, from 

Mister Rogers or from a therapist, we still need to hear it. And many people – perhaps some of 

us, too – still struggle to see themselves in that way. Sometimes I ask people to try to see 

themselves as God might see them: flawed but loved, unique and precious. But sometimes that is 

too hard, too mysterious. And so instead, I invite you to see yourself the way that Mister Rogers 

would see you. As someone who is special, just the way you are. As someone who makes the 

world better, just by being yourself. As someone who has something very special to share with 

the world.  
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I hope that as you make your way in the world today, and this week, and in the weeks to come, 

you’ll find ways to share that love – the love of Christ – with others as well. Because there are 

many, many in God’s flock who are wandering in the wilderness, trapped in the briars, stuck in a 

ditch, waiting for Jesus to come and carry them back, and maybe we can help. Because the flock 

isn’t complete without all of us. 

Thanks be to God. 

Amen. 


